
 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

This edition of SATMag brings you some of 

SA's most boundary shifting creatives. The 

influence and contribution of these members 

cannot be missed - from the moment they 

stepped foot into the industry their creative 

energy was heartfelt. 

These artists boldly strive for the betterment of 

the South African Theatre landscape, thus 

SATMag just had to bring you this issue that 

tell their tales and sing their praises and 

hoping to inspire more such creatives to keep 

SA theatre spectacular! 

Moreover the beauty in this issue lies in all the 

artists that are featured; as all of them have 

aided in the wonders we see on the South 

African stages – dedicating their lives to the 

craft of entertaining, educating and enlighten 

audiences with their unique creations. Moving 

forward with such artists leading us forwards. 

SA theatre will, even in its darkest moment, 

shine with utter grace high above – making 

our art a force to be reckoned with. And 

keeping in the spirit of highlighting works 

that never fail to amaze, we give you our 

selection of the top 10 KKNK shows not to be 

missed…you’d be a FOOL if you did! Here is 

to all artists that keep believing that their 

works are our nation’s theatre’s pride. Because 

you’re the reason I’ll forever exclaim: SA 

THEATRE IS ALIVE!  

 

Love, 

Vianney Henry Farmer 

The Editor 
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"After that first trip to the circus at age 3 – I knew I wanted to be a part of that 

amazing world of make-believe and creativity." shares the multi-talented 

Marcel Meyer. SATMag sat down with this incredible actor, designer and 

producer. 

 y age 5 Meyer developed a great love 

for the works of William Shakespeare: 

"This was before I could read myself – so 

everyone had to take turns reading the plays to 

me. To take the pressure of themselves, my 

family got me a collection of Shakespeare’s 

plays on record – so I spent hours listening to 

Bard." Other fond early theatre memories 

include seeing his first ballet at the State 

Theatre when he was 11, Frederick 

Ashton’s La Fille Mal Gardée, with visiting guest 

dancers from the Royal Ballet and at age 12 

seeing the musicals The Sound of Music [at the 

Sand du Plessis] and Gigi [at the State Theatre] 

- "all absolutely magical experiences!" he 

exclaims. But it was the trip to the circus that 

shaped Meyer's desire in wanting to become a 

performer, at the time however, he wanted 

nothing more than to be a clown; which later 

turned into a desire to be the incredible actor he 

is today; "I’ve never known a conscious 

moment in my life where I have not wanted to 

be part of the performing arts." 

Meyer went on to take the first step in making 

his childhood dream a reality. He trained in 

acting at the Pro Arte School and obtained his 

B-Tech Degree (Cum Laude) in Musical 

Theatre from the Pretoria Technikon. He has 

played leading roles in plays by Shakespeare 

and Tennessee Williams to acclaim on stages 

across South Africa, Europe and the USA. 

Meyer's acting credits include: the title role 

in Hamlet at the 2015 National Arts Festival and 

the 2016 International Shakespeare Festival in 

Romania, Iago in Shakespeare’s Othello at  

Marcel Meyer as Iago in Othello. 

Maynardville; Chris Flanders in Tennessee 

Williams’ The Milk Train Doesn’t Stop Here 

Anymore and Chicken in Williams’ Kingdom of 

Earth both presented in the USA and South 

Africa and Oliver Winemiller in a new 

adaptation of Williams’ classic short story One 

Arm and the role of the Artist in Tennessee 

Williams modern Noh play The Day on Which a 

Man Dies presented in the USA and at the 2016 

NAF, Eben in Eugene O’Neill’s Desire Under 

the Elms at the Baxter and the National Arts  
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Festival and the USA;Oberon/Theseus in A 

Midsummer Night’s Dream at Maynardville, 

Artscape and the National Arts Festival, 

Student 1/Romeo in Shakespeare’s R&J at the 

National Arts Festival and the Fugard Theatre, 

the title role in Richard III [NAF, Artscape, the 

Market Theatre and the 9th International 

Shakespeare Festival in Romania], Romeo 

in Romeo and Juliet and Don John in Much Ado 

About Nothing both at 

Maynardville, Rosencrantz in Dame Janet 

Suzman’s production of Hamlet presented as 

part of the Royal Shakespeare Company’s 

Complete Works Festival in Stratford-upon-

Avon, Pedro in 

Shakespeare/Fletchers’ Cardenio, John Wilkes 

Booth in Stephen Sondheim’s Assassins, Elyot 

in Sir Noël Coward’s Private 

Lives, Witch/Young Seyward in Macbeth, 

Prince Charming in Snow White and a brother 

in Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Joseph and the 

Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat at the State 

Theatre, Pretoria.  

 

Rolanda Marais and Marcel Meyer in 

Maynardville’s Romeo & Juliet. 

Along with Fred Abrahamse, Meyer co-wrote 

and performed in the critically acclaimed 

musicals In Briefs and Bangbroek Mountain. 

The two also share partnership over one of 

SA's most esteemed theatre production houses: 

Meyer Abrahamse Productions.Meyer made his 

professional directing debut at the 2016 

National Arts Festival when he directed & 

designed Jack Rens in the acclaimed one-

woman adaption Ruth First: 117 Days and he 

has designed sets & costumes for a multitude 

of highly acclaimed theatre productions.  

 

 

 

Some of their 2017 projects include Hamlet in 

Cape Town, Johannesburg, Provincetown and 

New York, Octavian Caesar in 

Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra [directed 

by David Kaplan] in Ankara, Turkey and 

Provincetown. They also produced a new 

season of Tennessee Williams’ The Hotel 

Plays at the Vineyard Hotel in Cape Town and 

in North Carolina in the USA, Chance Wayne in 

Tennessee Williams’ classic Sweet Bird of 

Youth in the USA and directing & designing a 

revival of Norman Allen’s Nijinsky’s Last 

Dance at the Alexander Bar. 

Meyer describes the theatre as the most 

incredible form of art and being the one place 

on earth where magic really happens. He 

continues relaying to SATMag that when we 

come together as a community to experience a 

live theatrical performance we collectively 

suspend our disbelief and give credence and 

substance to what we know is only fantasy. 

"William Shakespeare was a passionate 

enthusiast for imagined reality being given 

substance just by the virtue of it being 

imagined." he continues expressing 

that when we collectively imagine that a stage 

in South Africa is actually the deck of a ship in 

1608 and that the deck of that ship 

then transmutes to the battlements of the 

Elsinore as Shakespeare’s Hamlet unfolds 

- "We are collectively giving to airy nothing / A 

local habitation and a name.” Meyer then 

concludes this ideal by saying: "And if that isn’t 

real magic – I don’t know what is." Believing 

and devoting his art to this notion, Meyer has 

given audiences across the globe a feast with 

his hauntingly beautiful portrayals - making him 

an artist that continuously contributes to and 

reflects the value and high standard of South 

African Art! 

Having spent much of his time creating theatre 

wonders that feeds the richness of our country's 

theatre landscape; Meyer shares great insight 

into the relevance of Theatre in the modern 

South African society: "Theatre is live. Theatre  

 



 

 

 

happens in the moment. And each moment and 

performance is unique." Emphasizing that 

theatre is one of the few platforms that bring us 

back together to reconnect as humans and 

sparking important conversations and because 

of this, Meyer firmly believes that all the 

technology on the planet can never top the 

unique selling point that the theatre has. He 

expresses that when a group of humans are 

gathered together to collectively make and 

invest in a piece of theatre -.something 

powerful, meaningful and spiritual is bound to 

happen. And that is what makes and keeps the 

theatre unique. Drawing more audience with 

each gathering to admire the many incredible 

and talented people who work with 

such love and passion in South African theatre. 

Because of this Meyer is filled with much 

gratitude to form part of the SA theatre industry. 

He tells SATMag of how much he admires the 

diverse artists who work selflessly and with 

much dedication on stage and especially 

behind the scenes in the related disciplines. It is 

these remarkable individuals who inspire him 

daily, making him feel honoured to be a part of 

a very special and unique profession. Further 

pumping this profound sense of glee is the 

theatre makings of young directors like Gopala 

Davies: "His production of Les Cenci was one 

of my highlight at the 2016 National Arts 

Festival." And he also fancies the work of 

director Neil Coppen – he considers his work to 

always be conceptually and visually very 

exciting.  

Below: Marcel in Kingdom of Earth. 

 

On our discussion of young play makers Meyer 

notes that some of the younger theatre makers 

often work too much in isolation and are so 

concerned with being current that they end up 

having a limited knowledge or understanding of 

the past: "I believe we can’t truly move forward 

if we don’t know and understand where we 

have come from." Meyer explains that the past 

is a treasure-trove knowledge and the more 

knowledge we gather the richer the work will 

be. He argues the need for theatre makers to 

expose the different forms of art to better enrich 

the craft: "You need to go to other plays, 

musicals, to the opera, to the ballet, to a 

symphony, to art exhibitions, you must try and 

read as widely possible!" This is an important 

suggestion especially for artists that aim at 

social change; if we wish to broaden the 

audience's understanding and this can be 

achieved with great success if theatre makers 

continue to learn and explore the different 

creative fields. One particular way of starting is 

to get up and see productions that are not in 

your mother tongue; which is something that 

Meyer adores a great deal. Not only does this 

serve to better the artist's work but it also 

serves a way to better understand our fellow 

human beings; "By hearing the beauty of 

someone else’s language, the music of it, the 

cadence, rhythm and sound." describes Meyer 

and says that he will encourage audiences to 

explore this beautifully powerful element of 

human nature. 

"The diversity of the work we have in South 

Africa is incredible." Marcel notes and also 

comments on the raw passion which South 

African theatre makers bring to their work which 

serves as an element that international 

audiences are always amazed by. "Odd as it 

may sound," he adds; "the many obstacles and 

limitations we face as theatre practitioners are 

actually the most incredible opportunities - if we 

are just willing to see them." He continues to 

layout that in SA the work opportunities are 

more varied and one can easily move from the 

one spectrum of theatre to the other: "And that 

is a wonderful gift to be able to utilise and 

develope so many of ones talents and to get to 

grow and develop as an all-round theatre 

practitioner." Marcel exclaims. Not only has he  



 

delightfully worked in various titles within the 

field of theatre but he is constantly encouraging 

and nurturing young talent through him and 

Fred's company. Marcel shares with SATMag 

that the company has always, as far as 

possible, tried to use its productions to 

showcase new talent; "It is very rewarding to 

watch someone, whose career you helped 

launch, blossom and thrive and become an 

established and successful theatre artist in their 

own right." Because of the caring nature of the 

company - stretching far beyond a mere 

business; allows for the company to be one of 

the most desired homes for any theatre 

practitioner to want to belong to. 

Marcel reasons that it is because SA no longer 

have permanent theatre companies that there is 

not enough cross-generational pollination any 

more.  He explains of how artists of in their 

early 20s tend to work with other artists in their 

20s and, more often than not, other artists who 

have studied at the same time and institution 

with them – this can limit growth – as there is 

limited exposure to different approaches and 

ideas. "I also believe that theatre is more of a 

craft than an art, and the best way to learn a 

craft is to be apprenticed to an older more 

experienced craftsman." Many young theatre 

artists aren’t being given the opportunity to 

benefit from the wealth of experience that our 

older, brilliant theatre artists have to offer, he 

relayed to SATMag. Because of this there is 

indeed a great call for theatre that should be 

sustainable. Another hindering contributor that 

wears our country's theatre down is with the 

collapse of traditional media and the very 

limited spaces left over for arts journalism. 

Marcel urges that we must find innovative ways 

of communicating with potential audiences and 

getting them to come to the theatre to 

experience all the wonderful and diverse work 

that is available to them and build sustainable 

and long term relationships with our audiences. 

As artists care and nurture their relationships 

with their audiences, so too must SA artists 

take part in each other's theatre creations; by 

supporting other artists' work, lending a hand to 

ease the production process and sharing 

audiences as artists are the biggest indicators  

 

 

 

of what is exciting on our local theatre scene. 

This is a start to restore theatre's good name 

both with the theatre maker and the theatre 

goer - and this is slowly taking charge. All that it 

asks for is that theatre practitioners of South 

Africa to keep uniting in the charge towards 

equality for the arts - because what theatre was 

in the past is achievable for SA theatre's future. 

And with such marvellous individuals such as 

Marcel who dedicate their craft to enrich our 

local theatre scene it's bound to fall in place! 

SATMag. 

 

Marcel Meyer as Oberon in Midsummer Night’s Dream.
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Not only an acclaimed poet and playwright but teacher, director; producer and a national 

and international performer. Napo is a firm believer in telling tales layered with truth and 

as playwright, Masheane aims to praise, salute and honour black South African women; 

who is often misunderstood and misrepresented. Her works bravely sounds out a 

black woman's voice within our country in a proud, assertive and unapologetic way! Here 

is SATMag's Q&A with one of the nation's most fierce creatives:

 

Napo Masheane 

1) For those who are not familiar with your work, give 

us a rundown of some of your career highlights thus 

far.  

- Oh my word… where do I even begin. Well let’s 

see... I was the brain behind “(Ditshomo) The Story 

Of South African Theatre”  in 2015  for (SABC 2) 

documentary series.  I started working behind the TV 

screen as one of Umlilo  (Etv) script writers  and won 

the SAFTA AWARD (For Best Script). I moved to 

become the co-creator of Sesotho drama series… Ya 

Lla  for (Mzansi Magic) and one of the story liners for 

Rhythm City (Etv). And picked up on the international  

circuit, was one of my monologues “ Mama The 

Storm Is Outside”, which was performed at 

Children’s Monologue, for Dramatic Needs, by 

Chiwetel Ejiofor (12 Years A Slave) at Royal Court 

(London). I am the proud member of Playriot 

Collective, which is a collective of contemporary 

South African playwrights.  I became the ‘first black 

woman’ to ever produce, write and direct a play “A 

New Song” for John Kani Stage at the Market 

Theatre. And 2016 kicked off with me graduating with 

Masters in Creative Writing (MA) from Rhodes 

University. I became the first female curator for 

Vavasati International Woman Festival, for  the State 

Theatre. I am ended up collaborating and travelling 

with a photographer and visual activist, Zanele 

Muholi around the globe.  

 

 

2) How would you define your type of work and why 

would you say that people should go and watch it? 

- I am a playwright and a poet…  and one of the few 

multi-lingual writers… who move between Sesotho 

and English, making use of the demotic language 

and/or street language in most of her text, as a way 

of showing how I live within and between two 

cultures. I write to celebrate these two tongues 

without compromising either language and allow 

each style, to express its own musical component, 

tone, rhythm, and pace as it moves between stage 

and page. My plays and poems also converse about 

difficult subjects from a feminine voice. They look at 

family structures and dynamics. At times my voice 

takes on deep family narratives of generational 

curses, relationships, births, deaths, politics and 

love.  My tongue draws inspiration community 

outrage, the exploitation caused by outmoded culture 

and tradition, and about the nightmare that 

constantly wants to come out of the township and  

 



 

rural areas. I juggle with the seriousness of politics 

and the comedy of our lives. And this is what I hope 

people walk away with after watching and/or 

experiencing my work. 

   

3) What is your earliest memory of theatre? 

- Kibson Kente’s plays in Qwaqwa (Eastern Free 

State) community hall and John Kani and Peter 

Brooks reading at the Market Theatre.  

 

4) Which is your favorite theatre to perform in and 

why? 

- Definitely the Market Theatre… for its historic 

symbolism and revolutionary plays. 

 

5) How would you describe your journey as an artist 

in the entertainment world? 

-  Challenging/ Fulfilling/ Profound/ Amazing/ 

Creative and A Beautiful Journey of Growth and 

Discovering One Artistic Voice. 

 

6) What is your favorite Theatre production of all time 

and why? 

-  Oh my word… the question is so unfair. They are 

so many and some are mine. Definitely: Iphi Ntombi, 

Marikana, The Zulu… Five Guys Called Mo, Not With 

My Gun, PALEHO ( a pure Sesotho play by a young 

female playwright from Free State)… then My Bum Is 

Genetic Deal With It and of cause A New Song… to 

name but few. 

  

7)  We're going to put you on the spot; who is your 

theatre artist that you have ever worked with and 

why?  

- I have had an opportunity to work and share with 

many different theatre makers in my field for the past 

20 years. And while I can’t stick to one… I appreciate 

the valuable contribution done by the Old 

Generation, The Experienced Bunch, The Passionate 

Kind… and truly admire My Peers, The Brave Ones, 

The Playriots, The Ones Who Don’t Sleep or Keep 

Quite… The Kind That Break Rules, Work Hard… To 

Define Their Voices Against All Odds. 

 

8) What achievement of yourself are you most proud 

of?  

– I am proud of all my plays and project as they 

were/are driven by passion and my love for theatre 

(storytelling). But if I had to choose one I would say 

‘My Bum Is Genetic Deal With It’, which was 

mentored by the late John Matshikiza… as it 

launched in the theatre industry. Also, one of my 

biggest achievement is running an independent 

theatre company Village Gossip Productions for over 

10 years. All productions and mile stones I have 

achieved have been through the success of my 

company and the amazing team of dedicated artist 

who have my back.  

 

9) What advice do you have to give to aspiring 

theatre makers? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- I am going to become like a typical alcoholic aunt 

who will say stuff when everyone chooses to be 

quiet: 

 

1. This is an amazing industry that can feed your 

soul… but your sustainability is guaranteed by 

the kind of networks you make & keep along the 

way, so stay humble otherwise you will be force 

to be humble. 

2. Your creative work and work ethic should 

always speak for itself… as talent alone doesn’t 

pay the bills. 

3. Fame and fortune are not an ultimate promise, 

so keep to your firm voice, grow it, nurture it as 

you can be devoured by the industry waves.  

4. Every time you stand on stage and share your 

art… remember to also give to yourself and to 

feed your soul.  

5. Be careful of frenemies who pose as friends… 

the vultures are many if you are not focused… 

so protect your work and establish strong 

relationship with angels that add to your growth.  

6. Lastly know that every work you do is a self- 

portrait… and while giving up is not an option… 

never ever allow yourself to be censored (even 

by self). 

 

10) What has been the biggest challenge for you to 

overcome as a South African artist? 

-  Always being over looked or underestimated for my 

creative work and achievements because I am a 

woman. As a woman you always worker harder and 

push against so many closed doors even when one 

has a great volume of work that speaks for its self. 

But in that same breath I have learned to Be Me & Do 

Me always… 

 

11) What does theatre mean to you?  

- A True Reflection of LIFE.  

SATMag. 

 

Napo Masheane’s A New Song at the Market 

Theatre. 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Klein Karoo National Arts Festival (KKNK) is one of South Africa’s 

biggest arts festivals and is this year being held for the 23rd time from 8 – 15 

April 2017 in Oudtshoorn. We here at SATMag have selected our Top 10 

things cannot miss at this years KKNK… 

 

1. ASEM 

Directed by Marthinus Basson and starring Antionette Kellerman. A dark, 

stormy night during the last bitter days of the South African War, in a 

burned-out barn of a farm is a wounded Boer general who is cared for by 

Anna, a herbalist of exceptional powers. Her attractive, but bloodless 

daughter, Annie, is fighting for her life, but needs more than her mother's 

concoctions. The general's brave and loyal deputy, coached by the army 

and the horror of war, now faces a terrible choice and a new untold danger. 

In a world where men, destroyed in the name of patriotism lives and 

landscapes, women develop more subtle and mysterious ways to survive. 

The Act infused poetic and powerful a story of love in a time of destruction, 

which transforms the mundane into the extraordinary. Reza de Wet died on 

January 27, 2012 five years ago. This production of the play is hailing one of 

South Africa's most important and influential playwrights. 

 

 

 

2. DIE VROU UIT DIE SEE 

With an extremely strong and talented cast and crew, DIE VROU UIT  

DIE SEE is the poignant love story of Ellida that  is married to Dr. 

Wangel. Ellida has a secret - she promised to wed a sailor and 

cannot forget the stranger. Then suddenly he arrives. What unfolds is 

a beautiful love story full of intrigue. Add to that the heroine Ellida's 

obsession with the sea and the scene is set for a tour de force and a 

visual spectacle that will thrill to the end.  
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3. JASON JACOBS 

The theater maker Jason Jacobs received the KKNK Kunste Onbeperk 

prize in recognition of his unique voice as a young theatre maker. As a 

writer, director and actor, he adds a dynamic and important new voice to 

the South African theater industry. Jacobs is a voice that should be heard 

and listened to. He has three productions to look out for at this year’s 

festival: Kalahari Swaan, StofRooi and In Wag Van.  

 

 

4. MOEDERTAAL 

After the incredible success of  Die naaimasjien en Oskar en die pienk 

tannie Sandra Prinsloo is back in a new solo show, Moedertaal; a 

beautiful story of compassion, love and Afrikaans, from the pen of Nico 

Scheepers. Scheepers was awarded the ATKV-Woordveertjie 

for Rooivalk in 2016. Moedertaal is sure to be another Prinsloo-tour-de-

force. 

 

 

 

5. LIEWER 

A living dissection of four characters who deserve it. The Hertzog-

Prize winner Tertius Kapp put love under cross-examination, in 

conversation with Patrick Marber's Closer. Between hedonism and 

cynicism, unkindness and loveliness, new possibilities explored for 

tenderness, by delving beneath the surface of love's clichés. The 

formidable team of Tertius Kapp and Jaco Bouwer (Rooiland) 

once again fearlessly opens and reflects the modern world. 

 

 

 

6. UITKAMPTEATER 

Uitkampteater is expanding in 2017. Included in the program are two 

innovative productions of Dutch kortkunsspesialiste, the festival winner 

production of Eden Drama Festival  and exciting works of young and 

established theater makers. The constitution provides a variety of 

genres to entertain both young and old. Uitkampteater will be 

showcased at the  Absa Burgersentrum. This year's production line up 

includes the Nico Scheepers production Die Toringvrou, Buhle Ngaba’s 

The Swan Song and Igna Botha's Sandra Se Laaste Show. 

 

 

7. KAROO MOOSE 

Since its world premiere in 2007, Lara Foot’s Karoo Moose at 

last finds its way to the Klein Karoo, having scooped 15 major 

South African theatre awards and having received high praise 

from the local press and some of England’s most revered and 

feared theatre critics, when it was performed at the Tricycle in 

London. Performed in English with Xhosa, the story takes place 

in a remote and impoverished village in the Karoo, where the  
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inhabitants are struggling to survive. A young girl called Thozama ends up killing a moose. But what is 

the moose doing there and how did it get there? In her play Foot tackles the disintegration of the 

family unit and the violation of innocence endured by so many South African children. The play 

cleverly and creatively combines African storytelling and magical realism. “The themes of the story, for 

me, were bound up in the idea that the children in the village needed some kind of magical event to 

free them from abuse, neglect and poverty. Something magical was needed to break the cycle of 

violence.” – Lara Foot 

 

8. DOP 

Dop is a comedy-drama with the celebrated actors Andre Odendaal and Wilhelm van der Walt. Frank 

Venter (Odendaal) is the man on the street. One of thousands out there that few people will know or even 

remember. Like everyone Frank has a story. Nobody 

listens to his story. It surely isn’t impressive, or is it? 

Frank sits in a bar. It's his birthday. Besides the 

bartender, Tim (Van der Walt), Frank is alone in the bar, 

as in his life. Both need something from the other: Frank 

needs someone to listen to confirm his existence and 

Tim is need of the right words to voice out what's in his 

heart. Two strangers started talking about life, 

generations, emigration, dreams, the art theft of 1990, 

rainforests, and regret... In wine lies the truth ... 

 

 

9. SO RY MISS DAISY 

When theatre-forces like Christiaan Olwagen, John Kani, Sandra Prinsloo 

and Jacques Bessenger infuse – it is sure to be a production like never 

before! The elderly Daisy was initially reluctant when her son appointed 

Hoke, a chauffeur, to drive her around after she wrote off her car. Hoke and 

Daisy's journey eventually spans over 25 years and their strange relationship 

bounds despite former colour boundaries and social standing. 

 

 

 

 

10. PIETER-DIRK UYS 

Pieter-Dirk Uys is being honored for his immense contributions as 

a writer, satirist, social activist and humanist at this year’s KKNK. 

Uys achieved the impossible with his work in theater and his 

influence extends across national borders. He is fearless in his 

task to bring about mind shifts through his work. He fought for the 

right of freedom of speech and for awareness campaigns about 

AIDS in schools. With the Darling Trust and Evita se Perron he 

inspires not only the community of Darling, but stretched his heart 

work worldwide!
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Olive Tree of (Theatre) Life! 
“I did not just want to launch a community theatre group or an NGO; I wanted to launch a brand that would 

last long, a brand that would succeed me." states Ntshieng Mokgoro, who is the first black female to win the 

Standard Bank Young Artist Award. Also winner of the Graham Lindop Theatre Award for the Best Young 

Director and the Mail and Guardian weekly newspaper named her as one of the 300 most influential young 

people in South Africa. Mokogoro went on to achieve many things but it is the empowerment of the people 

of Alexandra Township, that will remain her biggest accomplishment - the Olive Tree Theatre which is rapidly 

making her statement a reality! 

he multi-award-winning theatre director, 

Mokogoro,  has brought hope to aspiring 

theatre makers of Alexandra by providing a 

platform to hone their skills in theatre and receive 

public exposure with the launch of the 

Theatre. Aiming to empower women and the youth 

and at the same time sustaining their lives and 

grow their skills in the creative industry as they 

advance in leadership roles is the aim of 

Alexander's theatre: The Olive Three Theatre. 

"Our Mission is dedicated to community 

development, especially women and youth using 

theatre as an instrument of change." Highlights the 

owner of this beautiful establishment, Ntshieng 

Mokgoro and further relies that the theatre is 

committed to empowering arts practitioners with 

skills to advance their works and to also be 

sustainable. The value the theatre ads to the 

community and theatre practitioners are of great 

importance. Thus the Olive Three Theatre always 

opens its doors inviting new and exciting talent to 

explore their creativity and expand their range and 

to ultimately develope their unique brand. One 

such initiative is the annual Women's Theatre 

Festival. Both known and unknown names have 

filled the space enlightening audiences and 

moreover the space has given artists a platform to 

come and create with ease. 

The Theatre is now looking at growing past what it 

has accomplished in the past in order 

to commission more shows and in turn grow its 

audience and attract a new generations of theatre 

goers. Mokogoro says that the team strives to be 

big and loud in their work and they believe that the 

rest will take care of itself. "I would like to see 

Theatre being appreciated in our communities, 

and becoming one of the instruments that are 

used to develop our people." shares Mokgoro with 

SATMag and by bringing the Olive Three theatre 

to Alexandra Township, Mokgoto started making 

people aware of theatre and giving them 

opportunity to partake in it.  

 

A production at the Women’s Theatre Festival. 

 

T 
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The township is over a 100 years old and it has 

produced a lot of professional theatre practitioners, 

and this is where she saw the gap and that's why 

she established a Community Theatre space for 

aspiring and upcoming females and young 

artists. "The theatre is about empowering women 

and the youth and playing a role in the recognition 

of women as art practitioners and leaders in this 

industry." And this sentiment is clearly shown 

in The Olive Tree Theatre’s annual Women’s 

Theatre Festival as it has featured works by some 

of SA's leading female directors including Jade 

Bowers, Philisiwe Twijnstra, Maude Sandham and 

Gcebile Dlamini and many more. Works staged at 

the theatre are of relevance to it immediate 

surroundings that relate to all in the 

community. With emerging directors from the 

community the theatre allows for showcases in 

house and the team would then progress the 

productions - quality assured, so that it can hold its 

own next to the works of professional theatre 

practitioners. Mokogoro shares with SATMag that 

she believes that the theatre is what it is 

today because of the continuous support they 

receive from the people; "These are the people 

who gave us a chance because they believe in 

greatness and trust that we can deliver." She also 

states that whatever hindrances they encounter 

along the way, the community is always there, 

"and we can never thank them enough." concludes 

the proud theatre owner. 

 

The Three Witches at the Theatre. 

But there are factors that hamper the theatre in 

regards to audience attendance at the Olive which 

varies in regard to the work being showcased; for 

emerging artists it becomes a challenge as they  

 

 

are looking to make a mark which means they 

need to put in serious effort in marketing their work 

and attracting an audience that’s new to their 

work. But as Ntshieng puts it: "Amazingly, 

technology can be used to take traditional theatre 

out there." Which helps along new creatives to 

build a steady audience following. "People are 

about contact, they cherish interactions because 

naturally, we all want to belong and be accepted 

for who we truly are." Tells Ntshieng and explains 

that the theatre relies on the use of technology to 

reach people, to come and experience traditional 

theatre. Also the Lack of Funding nightmare, is a 

constant scare, but that doesn’t stop the Olive 

team from doing what they do. "We believe our 

work speaks for itself that even when with or 

without Funding, we are still able to continue doing 

what we do." For up and coming creative 

platforms, it’s all really in being passionate about 

what you do and knowing that it will be rocky to get 

to where you want to be; explains Ntshieng and 

continues to say that; it’s not always rosy but in 

understanding and in loving what you do, you 

march on. Money is the biggest challenge. 

Projects can and are delayed because of lack of 

Funding. But it's important to keep on keeping on. 

As seen with the endless efforts of perseverance 

in making the Olive exactly what she aimed it to 

be. 

 “I thought as a women theatre practitioner, there 

should be a change and I am fostering that 

change. Not boasting about it, but I have worked 

my way up from community theatre, and never 

attended any formal training institution. I am proud 

to be where I am today,” and in running a theatre 

Production Company in Alexandra definitely 

bridged the gap, helping to bring the previously 

marginalised to the mainstream. SATMag 

commends the powerful woman behind the empire 

that is the Olive Tree Theatre. SATMag. 

Birth staged at the Olive Tree Theatre. 
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Internationally acclaimed all-male HAMLET returns to South Africa for limited 

engagement before heading off to the USA. 
he After playing to 5 star reviews and standing 

ovations in Europe, Pieter Toerien proudly 

presents a limited season of Abrahamse & 

Meyer’s internationally acclaimed Hamlet in Cape 

Town and Johannesburg before the production heads 

off for a tour of the USA. 

The Abrahamse & Meyer production takes its 

inspiration from one of the earliest recorded 

performances of Hamlet during Shakespeare’s life-

time.  

In 1608, off the East Coast of South Africa, the crew of 

the East India Ship, Red Dragon performed Hamlet 

aboard their ship. In his log, on 31 March 1608, 

Captain Keeling noted: “I invited Captain Hawkins to a 

fish dinner, and had Hamlet acted aboard me, which I 

permit to keep my people from idleness and unlawful 

games or sleep.” 

Hamlet abounds with images of theatre, acting, actors 

and this production re-imagines Shakespeare most 

iconic play within the context of the historic 

performance aboard The Red Dragon as a play within 

a play within a play utilizing a cast of only 6 actors 

playing 6 Jacobean sailors who, in turn, play all the 

parts in Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 

“From the amazing pool of water surrounding the 

‘ship’ to a very real, looming spectre, the company 

creates a multi-sensory experience that takes an 

already very visceral and important classical play and 

imbues it with wonder and awe enough for a 

contemporary audience” enthused City Press 

journalist Binwe Adebayo, when the production 

premiered at the National Arts Festival, Grahamstown 

in 2015. 

The production stars Marcel Meyer in the title role, 

with veteran Shakespearean actor, Michael Richard 

taking the role of King Claudius. Dean Balie doubles 

as Polonius and Horatio with Jeremy Richard as 

Laertes, Matthew Baldwin as Ophelia and Calum 

Tilbury in the role of Queen Gertrude. 

Hamlet is directed by leading South African director, 

Fred Abrahamse. In a 35 year career Abrahamse has 

directed over 150 productions in all genres, including 

classical theatre, opera, musical theatre and 

contemporary plays. One of Abrahamse’s most recent 

local successes was a sell-out season of Tennessee 

Williams’ The Hotel Plays at the Vineyard Hotel in 

Newlands. 

Over the last five years Abrahamse & Meyer 

Productions have produced some of the most 

successful Shakespeare productions in South Africa. 

Productions like the award-winning three-man 

Tragedy of Richard III [2010 & 2011], a four-man 

Romeo and Juliet [2011] and the immensely popular 

Maynardville productions of A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream [2013] and Othello [2015 & 16] have been 

presented in 20 different seasons on two continents, 

three provinces, six cities and have proved immensely 

popular with the public, critics, teachers and learners 

and have collectively garnered 13 Fleur du Cap 

Theatre Award Nominations.   

In 2011 respected theatre-critic Christina Kennedy 

wrote of Abrahamse & Meyer Productions: “It is 

sometimes debated – often among young people – 

what relevance Shakespeare has to SA in the here 

and now. This is why passionate young thespians, 

such as Fred Abrahamse and Marcel Meyer, who are 

hell-bent of making Shakespeare daring, modern, 

exciting and topical, deserve some sort of special 

award. Abrahamse and his brave young cast should 

be applauded for bringing a new, synapse-firing 

incarnation of a well-known text to local audiences.”  

By William Shakespeare 

Directed & Designed by Fred Abrahamse 

Starring Marcel Meyer, Michael Richard, Dean Balie, 

Jeremy Richard, Matthew Baldwin & Callum Tilbury 

Theatre on the Bay, Cape Town: 12 – 29 April 2017 

Pieter Toerien’s Monte Casino Theatre, 

Johannesburg:  3 – 21 May 2017 

Tickets: R100 – R180. 
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Quintin Wils, Director & Producer  
1. I don’t mind people knowing what kind of 

music I like, but Classical Music is 
probably something people 
wouldn’t have thought that 
I sometimes listen to.  

2. I once played a character 
who was a real prick in 
Vultures. In one scene my 
character got into a fight 
with his brother; I got so in 
to it that I spat at the other 
actor. As actor I was completely 
embarrassed – the audience didn’t notice 
though! Haha! 

3. Definitely the recent play that I directed - 
Porselein. It is filled with such honesty, 
integrity and issues that the LGBT 
community are faced with today.  

  

Devon Flemmer, Actor 
1. I listen to all sorts of music but wouldn’t 

necessarily admit that my 
favorite thing is to listen to 
movie soundtracks from 
films like Lord of the Rings, 
Braveheart and Gladiator. 
They are so epic and take 
you on a monumental 
journey, which I love.  

2. During Seussical Jr at the 
National Children's Theatre, I had to make 
a quick exit and slipped dramatically 
down some stairs, landing squarely on 
my butt and nearly knocking myself out. I 
guess in those moments you just smile 
and carry on with the show. 

3. This is a tough one - I would say that 
Jason Robert Brown's Parade, which it is 
about standing up for yourself and being 
strong in your convictions, echoes my 
passion for performing and my never 
give up attitude. I also have a soft spot 
for society's underdogs. 

 

Mlindeli Emmanuel, Actor 
1. Adele.  
2. When I was playing the son 

of creation then I got stuck 
on one line which was a cue 
for my fellow actor, then my 
core saved me. 

3. Making Mandela because I learned a lot 
about space, rhythm, play and 
mask work and it turned my weakness 
into my strength. 



4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


